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Overview

We want information about the climate on a regional scale (e.g. GAR - 
Greater Alpine Region) derived from GCMs => Downscaling

General Circulation Model 
(GCM) Output

Dynamical Downscaling Empirical Statistical 
Downscaling

Regional Climate Model 
(Boundary conditions: GCM)

Statistical Models (AM, CCA, 
ANN, ...)
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Remark

CMIP5
Experiment
Design
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Dynamical Downscaling

Regional domain fed by a GCM on its boundaries => nested model

caveats:

● errors are carried over from GCMs (wrong spatial placing)
● introduces additional errors (blackbox, sub-grid parametrizations)
● need correction (BIAS)
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Statistical Downscaling

i) develop transfer functions between large-scale (lasc) predictors (e.g. 
pressure field) and local-scale (losc) predictands (e.g. near-surface 
temperature, precipitation)

ii) apply statistical model to GCM output data in the time frame of interest

Implicit assumption: transfer functions hold under a changing climate!
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

“The large-scale atmospheric circulation simulated by a GCM is compared 
to each one of the historical observations and the most similar, in a sense 
that has to be still defined, is chosen as its analog. The simultaneously 
observed local weather is then associated to the simulated large-scale 
pattern.” [Zorita and von Storch, 1997]
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

Challenge: long observational record is needed to find corresponding 
analoga (global scale, reasonable prediction skills => several thousand 
years of observ.. [van den Dool, 1994]).

Simplification in our application:

● spatial extent reduced to region of interest
● a lot of degrees of freedom (background noise) reduced via e.g. EOF 

analysis
● not used for predictions, but as a tool to specify a losc state coherent 

with a simultaneous lasc state
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

Reduce dimensionality: anomalies of the atmospheric circulation, e.g. SLP 
field, are described by the few leading EOF patterns

Analogs are searched only 
within the space spanned 
by these n EOF patterns!
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

Consider an atmospheric anomaly pattern: e.g. anomaly between 
observed observation and long-term mean; this pattern may have some 
coordinates in this EOF space, its analog is then defined as the circulation 
at time t that minimizes the distance in EOF space:
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

Further Optimization: choose weights, so that the normalized squared 
deviation E is as small as possible
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Definition: The Analog Method (AM)

Summary: 1) express parameter field 
with leading EOFs

2) minimize distance 
between certain field in 
EOF space

3) choose weights in 
order to minimize E
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Application: AM

1. Choose predictor data: e.g. SLP, geopotential height, relative/specific 
humidity, temperature

2. Calculate anomalies of predictor fields ( f(i,t) )
3. Calculate EOFs and determine truncation (e.g. explained var > 90% 

or scree plot) with respect to the specified time frame (daily, monthly)
4. Project GCM data onto EOFs
5. Calculate Norm (in EOF space)
6. Find corresponding Analogon (argmin(Norm))

Pseudo Code: next slide
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PSEUDO
CODE
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Application: AM

1., 2. Preprocessing:

Choose data and prepare anomalies with respect to the time frequency of 
interest => daily, monthly, seasonally stratified.

When comparing different kind of data (e.g. GCM data propelled by 
distinct forcings) calculate anomalies with respect to a stationary mean 
state (for historical data: 1850-1880)
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Application: AM

3. Calculate EOFs:

If daily data is investigated, add a time window around the target day (day 
under investigation) to increase the poolsize (e.g. target day +- 10 days) 

Dimension of PCs: (number of years x day_pool) x number of eofs)

4. Project GCM data onto EOFs (ProjectField) => results in PseudoPCs
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Application: AM

5. Calculate Norm: 

PseudoPCs-PCs component wise, square, sum (over all EOFs), root 
(Euclidian Norm, 2-Norm)

6. Find Analoga:

Argmin; Specify number of Analoga (10, 15, 30?) and how they are 
processed (averaged, weighted?); save downscaled data as new netCDF 
files
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Example

Crossvalidation

JRA-55 Reanalysis
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Thank you very much for your attention and 
please never forget to ask in case something 
appears mysterious to you! 


